LIVE-ONLINE CLASSES
For the students whose physical classes were stopped due to the second wave of COVID.
We would like to inform you that, MADE EASY has started Live-Online classes on MADE EASY Live
App from 2nd week of June 2021 for those students whose physical classes were stopped due to the
second wave of COVID. Live-Online classes will be conducted till the situation improves & physical
classes re-start.


Live-Online classes will be conducted by the same teachers who teach in our classroom courses
and the teaching pedagogy will be exactly similar to the classroom course. Proper notes will be
dictated by the concerned faculties along with doubts discussion.



The subjects which will be completed in live mode will not be repeated in physical classes and
will be deemed completed full and final as already communicated by CMD Sir in live zoom
sessions.



The preference will be given to complete the GATE syllabus first; then GS & other ESE technical
subjects will be covered.



Dedicated Live-Online batches will be conducted for 4-6 hours per day.



Subject-wise online tests will be conducted once the subject is finished.



Live classes will be stopped once the physical classes resume, however, the recorded videos of
those subjects which were taught in live online mode will remain available on MADE EASY Live
App till GATE 2022 examination. Students can watch these lectures; once in live mode and twice
in recorded mode i.e. total three times the time of video.



The recorded videos which are provided at present will be discontinued after the
commencement of Live-Online classes as all the subjects, except those which are already
taught in classroom mode will be covered in live/classroom mode. But recorded videos will be
continued for those students who have opted for “Offline+Online classes” by paying the
additional fee of Rs. 8,000+GST.



Students will be able to collect remaining books (if any) from respective centers, once our
offices become operational after the relaxation of lockdown restrictions.

We are making all possible efforts to support our students. In case of any queries, students are advised
to contact the helpline numbers mentioned below. Due to lockdown, our team members are working
from home with limited resources, hence students are requested to kindly keep patience and avoid
undue calls.

9958995830 | 8851176822 | 9650497441 | 8882240981
For app-related technical problems you can mail us at : infolive@madeeasy.in
Best Wishes!!!!!
MADE EASY Team

